1.25 Personal Development & Mental Health CLE Credits – A/V Approval #1046032
Recording Date – February 9, 2017
Recording Availability – August 24, 2017

Meeting Location

Date

Time

Topic

King County Bar Association
1200 Fifth Avenue - Suite 700
Seattle, WA

Thursday,
February 9, 2017

12:00 PM to
1:30 PM

Heart-Intelligent
Mediation

AGENDA
12:00 PM

Presentation: ‘Heart-Intelligent Mediation’, by Dr. Franca Baroni, Public Heart and
Carney & Marchi, P.S.
In this experiential journey, Franca shares cutting-edge science about the power of the
Heart and how it relates to mediation.
• Learn practical tools to “get out of the way”, especially when under pressure in
a challenging mediation.
• Learn to move out of resistance into a receptive space and connect to heartintelligent solutions to the benefit of mediator, lawyers and parties.
• Expect to practice and practice not to expect.
• Be ready to leave your analytical and all-knowing mind at the door and dive into
your body and feelings with the curiosity of a child and the wisdom of the ages.

1:30 PM

Evaluations & Adjourn

SPEAKER BIOGRAPHY:
Dr. Franca Baroni, Public Heart and Carney & Marchi, P.S. – Dr. Franca Baroni is an award-winning
author, speaker, actress, intuitive and practicing immigration attorney. She holds a doctorate and
master in law and is admitted to the Bar in New York and Switzerland. She is a certified family mediator
in Florida and is trained in a variety of healing modalities. For over 15 years she has assisted people in
connecting to their deeper selves and highest potential as well as in elevating their conflicts to new
levels of understanding and resolution. She is passionate about inspiring individuals, groups and even
nations to embrace a radically new system of governance and law moved by heart intelligence. For more
information go to https://publicheart.org.

